
 

 

 

November 3, 2022  

 

 

Submitted at regulations.gov   

Jon Fishman, Assistant Director 

Office of Strategic Policy, Terrorist Financing and Financial Crimes  

U.S Department of the Treasury  

Washington, DC  

 

Re: Request for comment on digital-asset-related illicit finance and national security risks. 

The National Consumer Law Center (on behalf of its low-income clients), the National 

Consumers League, and Americans for Financial Reform appreciate the opportunity to respond 

to your request for comments on ensuring the responsible development of digital assets. In these 

comments, we focus on the perspective of consumers and consumer protection. 

As you address digital-asset-related illicit finance risks and an action plan to mitigate the risks, it 

is important to include a focus on domestic fraud and not just funding of terrorism and drug 

cartels. According to the FTC, frauds using crypto-assets are exploding and are now the largest 

category of fraud monetary loss, surpassing bank wire transfers and payments.1 Organized crime 

syndicates play a key role in the widespread fraud committed utilizing crypto-assets, and these 

stolen funds may also be utilized to fund other illegal and criminal activity.2 

We have attached our previous comments to the Financial Crimes Enforcement Center 

(“FinCEN”) regarding the modernization of the current Bank Secrecy Act, Anti-Money 

Laundering, & Counter-Financing of Terrorism (collectively, “AML”) regime. As described in 

those comments, we urge greater attention to fraud against consumers who are induced to send 

payments to criminals, and more scrutiny of the role of financial institutions that hold the 

accounts that received these fraudulent payments. We are also attaching our previous comments 

to the Department of Treasury on digital assets, where we noted that we see little to no legitimate 

use for cryptocurrencies and few, if any, potential benefits that are not heavily outweighed by the 

high degree of risk, harm, and evasion of consumer protection laws. 

                                                      
1https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/federal.trade.commission/viz/FraudReports/LossesContactMethods. The 

dollar amounts reported are only for those where the victim reported the contact method, which is in only 20% of 

reported scams. Additionally, the total monetary loss reported by the FTC does not reflect the myriad of unreported 

frauds and scams.  
2 https://www.aarp.org/money/scams-fraud/info-2022/organized-crime.html  

https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/federal.trade.commission/viz/FraudReports/LossesContactMethods
https://www.aarp.org/money/scams-fraud/info-2022/organized-crime.html


Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments. With questions, please contact Carla 

Sanchez-Adams, National Consumer Law Center, csanchezadams@nclc.org.  

Yours very truly,  

 

National Consumer Law Center (on behalf of its low-income clients)  

National Consumers League 

Americans for Financial Reform  

 

mailto:csanchezadams@nclc.org
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February 14, 2022 

 

Submitted to: https://www.regulations.gov 

Policy Division 

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network 

P.O. Box 39 

Vienna, VA 22183 

 

Re: FinCEN-2021-0008, Request for Information Regarding Review of Bank Secrecy Act 

Regulations and Guidance 

 

The National Consumer Law Center (“NCLC”) (on behalf of its low-income clients), National 

Community Reinvestment Coalition, and National Consumers League appreciates the opportunity 

to submit comments to the Financial Crimes Enforcement Center (“FinCEN”) regarding the 

modernization of the current Bank Secrecy Act, Anti-Money Laundering, & Counter-Financing of 

Terrorism (collectively, “AML”) regime. Specifically, we urge greater attention to fraud against 

consumers who are induced to send payments to scammers. Stronger protections for 

consumers who are defrauded is the best way to promote more innovative, risk-based 

approaches to preventing financial scams.  

 

Since 1969, the nonprofit National Consumer Law Center® (NCLC®) has used its expertise in 

consumer law and energy policy to work for consumer justice and economic security for low-income 

and other disadvantaged people in the United States. NCLC’s expertise includes policy analysis and 

advocacy; consumer law and energy publications; litigation; expert witness services, and training and 

advice for advocates. NCLC works with nonprofit and legal services organizations, private attorneys, 

policymakers, and federal and state government and courts across the nation to stop exploitative 

practices, help financially stressed families build and retain wealth, and advance economic fairness. 

NCLC publishes a series of consumer law treatises, including Consumer Banking and Payments Law (6th 

ed. 2018), updated at library.nclc.org. 

 

The National Community Reinvestment Coalition (NCRC) is an association of more than 600 

community-based organizations that work to promote access to basic banking services including 

credit and savings.  Our members, including community reinvestment organizations, community 

development corporations, local and state government agencies, faith-based institutions, community 

organizing and civil rights groups, and minority and women-owned business associations help create 

and sustain affordable housing, job development and vibrant communities for America's working 

families. 

https://www.regulations.gov/
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The National Consumers League is America’s pioneering consumer advocacy organization, 

representing consumers and workers on marketplace and workplace issues since our founding in 

1899. Headquartered in Washington, DC, today NCL provides government, businesses, and other 

organizations with the consumer’s perspective on concerns including fraud prevention, child labor, 

privacy, food safety, and medication information. NCL operates Fraud.org, which provides and 

collects information about consumer fraud. 

 

Payment scams take billions of dollars from consumers through both older and newer payment 

methods that access deposit accounts. “Bank transfer or payment” is now the top payment method 

used by scammers to receive funds, and many other types of vehicles for extracting payments from 

consumers occur through bank accounts. Thus, the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)/AML regime plays an 

important role in preventing payment fraud. 

 

We urge FinCEN to: 

 In promoting risk-based approaches, consider the risks to individual consumers and families, 

and not merely whether the risk of a transaction is tolerable for the financial institution or 

payment system; 

 Support liability protection for consumers who are defrauded into sending payments, which 

will create incentives for financial institutions and payment systems to adopt ever-improving 

innovative, risk-based approaches to preventing and addressing fraud; 

 Enhance the suspicious activity reports (SAR) process to capture the identity of the account 

and institution that received the fraudulent funds; 

 Promote greater fraud information sharing among financial institutions and with regulators, 

beyond SARs; 

 Prioritize safety over speed of transactions to encourage and permit financial institutions to 

slow down or put holds on transactions in the rare cases when there are significant red flags 

of fraud; 

 Support mechanisms for consumers whose accounts are mistakenly frozen to dispute those 

freezes, ideally within Regulation E timeframes; 

 Conduct more research on payment scams to help financial institutions spot red flags of 

fraud. 

 

1. Payment scams take billions of dollars from consumers through both older and 

newer payment methods that access deposit accounts. 

 

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) reported that Americans lost $3.4 billion due to fraud in 

2020.1 Fraud losses in 2021 will be significantly higher: Already in the first three quarters of 2021, 

$3.967 billion in fraud losses have been reported.2 Even these numbers underestimate the extent of 

the loss, as scams are significantly underreported. 

 

                                                             
1 https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/federal.trade.commission/viz/FraudReports/LossesContactMethods.  
2 Id. 

https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/federal.trade.commission/viz/FraudReports/LossesContactMethods
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Many of these scams victimized older adults, who were targeted by romance scammers, imposters, 

identity thieves and other fraudsters.3 While older adults are less likely to report losing money to 

scams than younger consumers, their losses are significantly higher. Consumers 80 years old and 

over reported a median loss of $1,300 to fraud in 2020, an amount two to four times the median loss 

reported for consumers in other age groups.4 

 

But consumers of all ages and in all communities are victim of frauds. Two-thirds of the losses 

reported to the FTC in 2021 were from consumers under the age of 60.5 Scams often take the last 

dollar from those least able to afford it and often target immigrants and other communities of 

color.6 These communities, already denied or stripped of wealth through discrimination over the 

centuries to the present day, can least afford to lose money to scams. 

 

Most of these fraud losses involve bank and other deposit accounts. Bank transfer or payment is 

now the top payment method for frauds reported to the FTC. Other payment methods, including 

debit card, payment app or service, wire transfer, and check also include payments from and often to 

bank or other deposit accounts. 

 

  

                                                             
3 See Testimony of Odette Williamson, National Consumer Law Center, before the Senate Special Committee on 
Aging on “Frauds, Scams & Covid-19: How Con Artists Have Targeted Older Americans During the Pandemic” (Sep. 
23, 2021), https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/special_projects/covid-19/Testimony_Covid_Aging.pdf.  
4 Federal Trade Commission, Consumer Sentinel Data Book 2020, February 2021, at 5, available at 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/consumer-sentinel-network-data-
book2020/csn_annual_data_book_2020.pdf.  
5 https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/federal.trade.commission/viz/FraudReports/LossesContactMethods.  
6 Anthony Hill, ABC Action News, “In-depth: Top scams that are targeted against the Black community; how to 

avoid falling victim; 41% of African Americans say they were targeted by a scam” (Aug. 12, 2021); 
https://www.abcactionnews.com/news/in-depth/in-depth-top-scams-that-are-targeted-against-the-black-
community-how-to-avoid-falling-victim; Josh McCormack, Salud America, “Scammers Target Latinos, Blacks More 
Than Other Groups” (Aug. 31, 2021), https://salud-america.org/scammers-target-latinos-blacks-more-than-other-
groups/; Matthew Petrie, AARP, Consumer Fraud in America: The Latino Experience (Aug. 2021), 
https://www.aarp.org/research/topics/economics/info-2021/scam-experiences-hispanic-latino.html.  

https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/special_projects/covid-19/Testimony_Covid_Aging.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/consumer-sentinel-network-data-book2020/csn_annual_data_book_2020.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/consumer-sentinel-network-data-book2020/csn_annual_data_book_2020.pdf
https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/federal.trade.commission/viz/FraudReports/LossesContactMethods
https://www.abcactionnews.com/news/in-depth/in-depth-top-scams-that-are-targeted-against-the-black-community-how-to-avoid-falling-victim
https://www.abcactionnews.com/news/in-depth/in-depth-top-scams-that-are-targeted-against-the-black-community-how-to-avoid-falling-victim
https://salud-america.org/scammers-target-latinos-blacks-more-than-other-groups/
https://salud-america.org/scammers-target-latinos-blacks-more-than-other-groups/
https://www.aarp.org/research/topics/economics/info-2021/scam-experiences-hispanic-latino.html
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FTC: Fraud Reports by Payment Method Jan. 1-Sept. 30, 2021 

 

 
 

There has been a surge of complaints about Zelle,7 and U.S. PIRG reported on the “explosion of 

digital wallet consumer complaints in the CFPB’s Consumer Complaint Database over the past 

year.”8  

 

2. The BSA regime plays an important role in combatting payment fraud. 

 

Any time that a payment is sent from one deposit account to another – whether that recipient 

account is a traditional bank account at a financial institution, a nonbank deposit account indirectly 

held at a depository institution, or a prepaid account – the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) and Anti-Money 

Laundering Act (AML) regimes are involved. The institutions that open and hold the accounts that 

receive and disburse payments have duties to know their customer, to verify the identity of the 

accountholder, and to monitor the account to prevent it from being used for unlawful purposes. 

These duties encompass preventing accounts from being used to perpetrate fraud, even if accounts 

are not being used to send funds to terrorists abroad or to launder the fruits of other crimes. 

 

For example, stolen or synthetic identities can be used to create accounts that can receive and 

quickly dispose of fraudulent funds. As more and more accounts are opened online rather than in 

                                                             
7 Kate Berry, American Banker, Zelle is surprise lightning rod in CFPB's Big Tech inquiry (Dec. 20, 2021), 
https://www.americanbanker.com/news/zelle-is-surprise-lightning-rod-in-cfpbs-big-tech-inquiry; Bob Sullivan, Red 
Tape Chronicles, Zelle hackers 'improve' their scam, pretending to be fraud investigators; banks often won't help 
(Nov. 19, 2021) 
8  U.S. PIRG Educ. Fund, Virtual Wallets, Real Complaints 9 (June 2021), available at 

https://uspirg.org/sites/pirg/files/reports/VirtualWallets/Virtualwallets_USP_V3.pdf. 

https://www.americanbanker.com/news/zelle-is-surprise-lightning-rod-in-cfpbs-big-tech-inquiry
https://redtape.substack.com/p/zelle-hackers-improve-their-scam
https://redtape.substack.com/p/zelle-hackers-improve-their-scam
https://uspirg.org/sites/pirg/files/reports/VirtualWallets/Virtualwallets_USP_V3.pdf
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person, it is easier and easier for scammers to create accounts using fake identities. Even if the 

account identification is accurate, it can become a money mule used as a conduit between the victim 

and the scammer. Close attention to the authenticity of the accountholder and the activity in the 

account can prevent, spot and remedy payment scams. 

 

3. Risks that are low from a financial institution’s perspective may be high from a 

consumer’s perspective. 

 

FinCEN is seeking to a “risk-based” approach to modernizing the AML regime to ensure “that 

financial institutions direct more attention and resources toward higher-risk customers and activities, 

consistent with the risk profile of the financial institution, rather than toward lower-risk customers 

and activities.”9 But it is important to keep in mind that what is “risky” is a matter of perspective.  

 

A $1,000 payment may not be risky from the perspective of a financial institution. But a $1,000 loss 

– or even a $500 loss – can be devasting to an individual. At a time when many consumers would 

not use cash savings or the equivalent to use to cover a $400 emergency expense,10 the impact of 

even a single fraud loss cannot be minimized. 

  

A risk-based approach drives choices by financial institutions – choices about which risks to try to 

prevent and which risks to let slide. Financial institutions make choices every day that impact 

whether an account can be used to perpetrate payment fraud: 

 How to balance the speed and convenience of account opening with identity verification; 

 What activity to permit out of a newly opened account; 

 Whether to design interfaces or safety measures to ensure that money is going where the 

consumer intends; 

 How to share and consolidate information among financial institutions and check screening 

agencies; 

 How closely to monitor accounts for signs of unusual activities; 

 How to respond to consumer complaints about unauthorized or fraudulent charges; 

 How quickly to freeze or close an account that may be implicated in payment fraud. 

 

The consequences of these choices should not fall on consumers who cannot afford to bear the 

risks. In many cases, the financial institutions may be tempted to choose options that favor business 

needs and revenue maximization over options that result in enhanced safety. It is one thing if the 

institution ultimately bears the risks; it is another if the choices result in more fraud against 

consumers that goes without a remedy. 

 

                                                             
9 86 Fed. Reg. 71201, 71202 (Dec. 15, 2021). 
10 See Federal Reserve Board, Report on the Economic Well-Being of U.S. Households in 2020 (May 2021), 
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2021-economic-well-being-of-us-households-in-2020-dealing-with-
unexpected-
expenses.htm#:~:text=When%20faced%20with%20a%20hypothetical,from%202019%20(figure%2017).  

https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2021-economic-well-being-of-us-households-in-2020-dealing-with-unexpected-expenses.htm#:~:text=When%20faced%20with%20a%20hypothetical,from%202019%20(figure%2017)
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2021-economic-well-being-of-us-households-in-2020-dealing-with-unexpected-expenses.htm#:~:text=When%20faced%20with%20a%20hypothetical,from%202019%20(figure%2017)
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2021-economic-well-being-of-us-households-in-2020-dealing-with-unexpected-expenses.htm#:~:text=When%20faced%20with%20a%20hypothetical,from%202019%20(figure%2017)
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4. Protection for consumers who are defrauded through payment scams will lead to 

more innovative, risk-based approaches to preventing and addressing fraud.  

 

Today, when a consumer is defrauded into sending a payment to a scammer through a payment 

system like Zelle or another push-payment system, the consumer often has little legal protection. 

The protection under the Electronic Fund Transfer Act (EFTA) against unauthorized transfers only 

applies to transfers “initiated by a person other than the consumer.”11 Consumers who realize they have 

been defrauded and complain to their financial institution are either told “sorry, you sent the 

money,” or at best the institution requests the funds to be returned by the recipient institution, 

which refuses. 

 

This approach makes the payment system as a whole less safe and trustworthy, ultimately harming 

payment providers as well as consumers. Financial institutions and payment system designers have 

fewer incentives to prevent fraud when they can put the losses on consumers and do not have to 

take responsibility for the scammers they let into the system or for the choices they make in 

designing the system and monitoring accounts. 

 

Instead, we have urged the Federal Reserve Board to improve its proposed rules for the coming 

FedNow payment system to give consumers protection when they are defrauded.12 We have also 

urged the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) to amend Regulation E to adopt fraud 

protection for all person-to-person payment systems.13 We urge FinCEN to support these 

protections and to encourage financial institutions to protect consumers even before regulations are 

changed. 

The best way to ensure that financial institutions are adopting innovative and risk-based approaches 
to financial crimes is to give them the incentive to do so by making them responsible when they 
allow a scammer to receive funds. Rules that protect consumers will give financial institutions and 
payment provides the incentive to develop and constantly improve measures to prevent fraud in the 
first place and to stop it as soon as possible. In this modern era of big data, artificial intelligence, and 
machine learning, financial institutions and payment systems that take responsibility for fraud will 
develop sophisticated, ever-improving methods of preventing, detecting and remedying it that are 
far more effective than warnings to consumers. For that to happen, however, the system needs to 

                                                             
11 12 C.F.R. § 1005.2(m) (emphasis added). 
12 Comments of 43 consumer, small business, civil rights, community and legal service groups to Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System re Collection of Checks and Other Items by Federal Reserve Banks and 
Funds Transfers Through Fedwire, Docket No. R-1750; RIN 7100-AG16 (Sept. 9, 2021) (“Coalition FedNow 
Comments”), https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/banking_and_payment_systems/fintech/FedNow-coalition-
comments-final.pdf; Comments of National Consumer Law Center, National Community Reinvestment Coalition, 
National Consumers League to groups to Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System re Collection of Checks 
and Other Items by Federal Reserve Banks and Funds Transfers Through Fedwire, Docket No. R-1750; RIN 7100-
AG16 (Sept. 9, 2021) (“NCLC/NCRC/NCL FedNow Comments”), 
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/banking_and_payment_systems/fintech/FedNowNCLC-NCRC-NCL.pdf; see also  
13 See Comments of 65 Consumer, Civil Rights, Faith, Legal Services and Community Groups to Bureau of Consumer 
Financial Protection re: Big Tech Payment Platforms, Docket No. CFPB-2021-0017 (Dec. 21, 2021), 
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/banking_and_payment_systems/payment-
fraud/CFPB_Big_Tech_Pay_comments.pdf (“Consumer Big Tech Comments to CFPB”). 

https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/banking_and_payment_systems/fintech/FedNow-coalition-comments-final.pdf
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/banking_and_payment_systems/fintech/FedNow-coalition-comments-final.pdf
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/banking_and_payment_systems/fintech/FedNowNCLC-NCRC-NCL.pdf
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/banking_and_payment_systems/payment-fraud/CFPB_Big_Tech_Pay_comments.pdf
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/banking_and_payment_systems/payment-fraud/CFPB_Big_Tech_Pay_comments.pdf
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incorporate incentives for the financial services providers in the payments chain to design robust 
fraud and error prevention and remediation methodologies.  
 
The benefit to payment providers of protecting consumers is illustrated by developments in the 
United Kingdom (UK). After launch of faster payment systems led to an explosion of fraud, the 
largest banks and building societies decided to join together in a Contingent Reimbursement Model 
Code (the CRM Code) to protect consumers from fraud in the inducement.14 Signatory firms 
commit to: 
 

 protecting their customers with procedures to detect, prevent and respond to [authorized 
push payment (APP)] scams, providing a greater level of protection for customers 
considered to be vulnerable to this type of fraud; 

 greater prevention of accounts being used to launder the proceeds of APP scams, including 
procedures to prevent, detect and respond to the receipt of funds from this type of fraud; 
and 

 reimbursing customers who are not to blame for the success of a scam.15 
 

Banks and other providers returned to consumers and businesses £206.9 million of the £479 million 
losses in push payment fraud in 2020.16 The reimbursements have been funded through an interim 
compensation fund from the banks, pending a more permanent arrangement.17  
 
While helpful, the voluntary nature of the CRM Code may be a reason for the problems that exist 
with consistent implementation.18 One recent report describes consumers having trouble getting 
attention or reimbursements, with decisions being made on an ad-hoc basis.19 In response, UK 
Finance, the banks’ trade association, recently stated: “we agree that more needs to be done and we 
firmly believe that a regulated code, backed by legislation, is the most effective answer so that 
consumer protections apply consistently across the banking industry.”20 The UK Payment System 
Regulator supports mandatory reimbursement and noted that legislative changes will be made by the 

                                                             
14 See UK Finance, UK Finance responds to the launch of the Authorised Push Payments Scams Voluntary Code 
(May 28, 2019), https://www.ukfinance.org.uk/press/press-releases/uk-finance-responds-launch-authorised-push-
payments-scams-voluntary-code.  
15 The Contingent Reimbursement Model Code (CRM) Code), https://www.lendingstandardsboard.org.uk/crm-
code/.  
16 See UK Finance, “Criminals exploit Covid-19 pandemic with rise in scams targeting victims online,” supra. 
17 See UK Finance, Press Release, “Interim funding for APP scam victim compensation to continue to 30 June 2021” 
(Dec. 9, 2020), https://www.ukfinance.org.uk/press/press-releases/interim-funding-for-app-scam-victim-
compensation. 
18 See Lending Standards Board, LSB issues warning to CRM Code signatories over Authorised Push Payment (APP) 
scams (June 16, 2021), https://www.lendingstandardsboard.org.uk/lsb-issues-warning-to-crm-code-signatories-
over-authorised-push-payment-app-scams/; Lending Standards Board, “Protecting customers from APP scams: 
what are the next steps for the CRM Code?” (Aug. 5, 2021), 
https://www.lendingstandardsboard.org.uk/protecting-customers-from-app-scams-what-are-the-next-steps-for-
the-crm-code/  
19

 Miles Brignall, The Guardian, Banks failing to properly help victims of fraud, says Which? (Aug. 3, 2021), 
https://www.theguardian.com/money/2021/aug/03/banks-failing-to-properly-help-victims-of-says-which  
20 See id. 

https://www.ukfinance.org.uk/press/press-releases/uk-finance-responds-launch-authorised-push-payments-scams-voluntary-code
https://www.ukfinance.org.uk/press/press-releases/uk-finance-responds-launch-authorised-push-payments-scams-voluntary-code
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government to remove the regulatory barriers that currently prevent mandatory reimbursement for 
scam victims.21 
 
The UK has also designed methods to prevent fraud when there is an error such as a discrepancy in 
the name and/or account number: 
 

Banks have quietly launched a vital security crackdown to prevent fraudsters intercepting 
payments. Online bank transfer payments will now be blocked if the recipient's name and 
account number do not match.  
A box will pop up asking you to check the payee's details for errors—and alerting you to 
potential fraud. This will happen even if you only enter one wrong letter or use someone's 
nickname.  
Previously, banks did not check whether the name was correct on a bank transfer. It meant 
you could put down “Bugs Bunny” and, as long as the right sort code and account number 
were entered, your payment would go through.  
But that made it too easy to get a digit wrong and send money to a stranger's account. Some 
customers have struggled to get their money back again after these so-called fat-finger errors.  
Fraudsters also found ways to exploit the loophole, masquerading as Revenue & Customs or a 
victim's builder or estate agent while giving out their own bank sort code and account number 
for payment. 22 

 

The marketplace will have the incentive to adopt these types of improvements if consumers are 

protected.  

 

The credit card system is another good example of how protecting consumers results in the 

incentive to innovate to prevent fraud. The law does not tell institutions how to prevent fraud; it 

merely protects consumers and incents institutions to constantly improve their fraud prevention and 

monitoring tools. Thanks to this approach, credit card companies frequently spot fraudulent 

payments and act to freeze accounts long before consumers realize they have been defrauded. 

 

Today, there is an explosion in the use of p2p services by illicit actors, yet these frauds receive 

insufficient attention by financial institutions and in AML/BSA activities. Payment scams may be 

too small to trigger mandatory SARS reports even when they ruin a family.  Financial institutions 

will pay more attention to these scams and adopt risk-based, efficient and innovative approaches to 

preventing scams if the risks of insufficient KYC and account monitoring fall on the institutions that 

make those choices. 

  

                                                             
21 See Payment Systems Regulator, APP scams, https://www.psr.org.uk/our-work/app-scams/.  
22

Toby Walne, This is Money, Paying online? Now you’ll have to tap in names EXACTLY right…New system to fight 
fraud means account name must sort code and number (June 27, 2020), available at 
https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/bills/article-8465903/Paying-online-youll-tap-names-EXACTLY-right.html. 

https://www.psr.org.uk/our-work/app-scams/
https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/bills/article-8465903/Paying-online-youll-tap-names-EXACTLY-right.html
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5. FinCEN should update the SAR to catch information about accounts that receive 

fraudulent funds.  

 

FinCEN can help in the fight against payment fraud by updating the SAR to encompass information 

about the accounts used to receive ill-gotten funds. The current SAR form only accommodates 

accounts related to the reporting institution.23 In fraud cases where the destination account of the 

perpetrator is known, reporting institutions relegate the destination account to the narrative. This 

makes identification and aggregation of the fraudulent activity more difficult for law enforcement.  

 

When a consumer’s financial institution files a SARS report following an incident of payment fraud, 

if the payment was sent through a system – such as a wire transfer, ACH or p2p system – that 

identifies the recipient, the SARs report should identify the recipient institution and account. 

Allowing accounts not domiciled at the reporting institution to be reported and designated 

appropriately would assist FinCEN and law enforcement in identifying, aggregating, and prioritizing 

fraud investigations to better protect consumers. 

 

Since fraud schemes affect many victims at various reporting institutions, fraud often results in a 

hub and spoke relationship with one account receiving funds from many different, unrelated 

accounts. This typology is recognized in the FFIEC Exam Manual24 and should be supported at 

FinCEN by enhancing the SAR reporting process to include the fraud perpetrator’s account at the 

receiving institution. 

 

6. Greater fraud information sharing among financial institutions is also critical. 

 

In order to prevent and detect payment fraud, it is important to aggregate fraud reports from various 

sources to detect patterns.  Financial institutions and payment system providers must develop tools 

to aggregate and share information. They will have an incentive to develop those tools if they are 

responsible for payment fraud, as discussed in the previous section. 

 

In its 2019-2022 Economic Crime Plan, the UK Finance Authority called for better information 
sharing among financial institutions, based on the view that cross-system analysis of intelligence can 
be more effective at combatting fraud. The UK’s Criminal Finances Act of 2017 and the Data 
Protection Act of 2018 permitted the processing of personal data to prevent crime.25   The UK has 
been developing a secure mechanism to enable firms to share information about confirmed push-
payment frauds with a view to enhancing the industry’s ability to freeze and repatriate funds.26  
 

                                                             
23 FinCEN SAR XML Electronic Filing Requirements: XML Schema 2.0, p. 108. (allowing only 33 – Subject and 41 
Financial Institution Where Account Is Held as the only values). 
24 Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council, Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering Examination 
Manual, F-2 (2014) 
25 HM Government and UK Finance. July 2019. Economic Crime Plan 2019-2022. Accessed at 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/816215/201
9-22_Economic_Crime_Plan.pdf. 
26 UK Finance, Fraud-The Facts 2021, supra, at 55. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/816215/2019-22_Economic_Crime_Plan.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/816215/2019-22_Economic_Crime_Plan.pdf
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Financial institutions should have access to information about individuals or entities that have been 
barred for fraud reasons from using Zelle, the FedNow system, the ACH system, SWIFT or CHIPS 
or any payment system used to transfer funds from bank accounts. NACHA, for example, has a 
terminated originator27 list. Any database, however, must comply with the Fair Credit Reporting Act 
(FCRA) to the extent that it collects information on consumers that is used, is expected to be used, 
or is collected in whole or in part for an FCRA-covered purpose. 
 

7. Speed bumps are important: Payments and funds availability should be slowed down 

when there are red flags of fraud.  

 

Greater fraud prevention efforts may, at times, slow down payments or funds availability. While 

faster payments have many benefits, speed should not be at the expense of fraud prevention. A risk-

based system – with the risks falling on institutions that can bear them rather than consumers who 

cannot – can still result in most payments moving quickly, with delays for only those that bear the 

hallmarks of fraud. A small delay for some consumers is less problematic than the loss of thousands 

of dollars that families cannot afford. 

 

In our recent comments to the Federal Reserve Board on the proposed rules governing the coming 

FedNow payment system, we urged the FRB to give financial institutions greater discretion to delay 

payments or funds availability when such red flags are present.28 These early red flags may not yet 

rise to the level requiring a suspicious activity report (“SAR”), but quick action is necessary if fraud 

is to be addressed, before funds are gone.   

 

Unlike credit cards and the ACH system, P2P payment systems permit almost anyone to pay almost 

anyone else. While there are advantages to that ubiquity, it also makes it easier for fraudsters to 

receive payments. In such a wide, open-loop system, permitting financial institutions to delay 

disbursing payments or funds availability when there are concerns is critical to the safety and success 

of the system. 

 

We anticipate that this broader discretion to delay payment acceptance will only be used rarely. The 
vast majority of nonproblematic payments will be processed immediately as envisioned. Even if 
some payments are slowed down, speed is not necessarily the most important element of a P2P 
system.  
 

8. Consumers whose accounts are improperly frozen should have a right to Regulation 

E protections for error resolution. 

 

When financial institutions react to potential fraud, they sometimes make mistakes. As illustrated by 

recent events involving Bank of America’s unemployment debit cards,29 Chime’s rash of new 

                                                             
27 https://www.nacha.org/content/risk-management-portal.  
28 See NCLC/NCRC/NCL FedNow Comments, supra, at 24-26. 
29 See Christina Spicer, Bank of America Froze 350K Unemployment Debit Cards, Alleges New Class Action Lawsuit 
(July 21, 2021), https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/lawsuit-news/bank-of-america-class-action-
lawsuit-and-settlement-news/bank-of-america-froze-350k-unemployment-debit-cards-alleges-new-class-action-
lawsuit/#:~:text=Actions%202022%20Scholarships-

https://www.nacha.org/content/risk-management-portal
https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/lawsuit-news/bank-of-america-class-action-lawsuit-and-settlement-news/bank-of-america-froze-350k-unemployment-debit-cards-alleges-new-class-action-lawsuit/#:~:text=Actions%202022%20Scholarships-,Bank%20of%20America%20Froze%20350K%20Unemployment%20Debit,Alleges%20New%20Class%20Action%20Lawsuit&text=In%20their%20class%20action%20lawsuit,access%20to%20desperately%20needed%20funds
https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/lawsuit-news/bank-of-america-class-action-lawsuit-and-settlement-news/bank-of-america-froze-350k-unemployment-debit-cards-alleges-new-class-action-lawsuit/#:~:text=Actions%202022%20Scholarships-,Bank%20of%20America%20Froze%20350K%20Unemployment%20Debit,Alleges%20New%20Class%20Action%20Lawsuit&text=In%20their%20class%20action%20lawsuit,access%20to%20desperately%20needed%20funds
https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/lawsuit-news/bank-of-america-class-action-lawsuit-and-settlement-news/bank-of-america-froze-350k-unemployment-debit-cards-alleges-new-class-action-lawsuit/#:~:text=Actions%202022%20Scholarships-,Bank%20of%20America%20Froze%20350K%20Unemployment%20Debit,Alleges%20New%20Class%20Action%20Lawsuit&text=In%20their%20class%20action%20lawsuit,access%20to%20desperately%20needed%20funds
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accounts opened to receive federal stimulus money,30 and incidents at other institutions, the reaction 

to fraud is sometimes overbroad, resulting in the freezing of accounts of innocent consumers. In 

calling on financial institutions to act quickly and take more responsibility for stopping payment 

fraud, we recognize that information is not perfect and some innocent consumers will be impacted.  

Thus, it is critical that consumers have a clear remedy and timeline when they believe their account 

has been improperly frozen or closed. We have heard too many accounts of consumers whose funds 

were frozen for weeks or even months on end.  The impacted families are often those with low 

incomes, who simply do not have the resources to wait for their money to be released. 

The EFTA and Regulation E provide a clear framework for error resolution that should generally be 

followed in these situations, and we have urged the CFPB to clarify that Regulation E applies when 

an account is frozen.31 A frozen account or refusal to release funds from a closed account should be 

viewed as an “error” triggering the Regulation E error resolution obligations and timelines. When an 

account is frozen, the consumer is unable to complete an electronic fund transfer (EFT), whether 

through an ATM withdrawal, debit card transaction, transfer to another account, or another type of 

EFT. The transfer of $0 instead of the amount of money the consumer seeks is an “incorrect” EFT 

and thus an “error” under Regulation E.32 

Under Regulation E, financial institutions have ten days to investigate and determine whether an 

error occurred and one business day after finding an error to correct it.33 They may take up to 45 

days to investigate if they give the consumer a provisional credit, which may be reversed if no error 

is found.34 These timeframes should generally be sufficient to investigate when consumers complain 

that their accounts were frozen in error. If the consumer was not involved in fraud, the account 

should be unfrozen. If the bank has significant evidence showing that the consumer was engaged in 

fraud, then it can decline to unfreeze the account and should give the accountholder a written 

explanation of its findings and notice of the right to request the documents that the institution relied 

on.35 

Of course, there may be situations when regulators, law enforcement authorities, or AML concerns 

require a longer hold on funds or prevent the financial institution from revealing to the 

accountholder/suspected scammer the evidence of fraud. But absent those considerations, especially 

when the amount of funds is relatively small or the account clearly belongs to a lower income 

consumer, the Regulation E timeframe should be followed. 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
,Bank%20of%20America%20Froze%20350K%20Unemployment%20Debit,Alleges%20New%20Class%20Action%20L
awsuit&text=In%20their%20class%20action%20lawsuit,access%20to%20desperately%20needed%20funds.  
30 Carson Kessler, ProPublica, A Banking App Has Been Suddenly Closing Accounts, Sometimes Not Returning 
Customers’ Money (July 6, 2021), https://www.propublica.org/article/chime.  
31 See Consumer Big Tech Comments to CFPB, supra, at 4. 
32 12 C.F.R. §1005.11(a)(1)(ii). 
33

 12 C.F.R. §1005.11(d)(1). 
34 12 C.F.R. §1005.11(c)(2). 
35 See 12 C.F.R. §1005.11(d)(1). 

https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/lawsuit-news/bank-of-america-class-action-lawsuit-and-settlement-news/bank-of-america-froze-350k-unemployment-debit-cards-alleges-new-class-action-lawsuit/#:~:text=Actions%202022%20Scholarships-,Bank%20of%20America%20Froze%20350K%20Unemployment%20Debit,Alleges%20New%20Class%20Action%20Lawsuit&text=In%20their%20class%20action%20lawsuit,access%20to%20desperately%20needed%20funds
https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/lawsuit-news/bank-of-america-class-action-lawsuit-and-settlement-news/bank-of-america-froze-350k-unemployment-debit-cards-alleges-new-class-action-lawsuit/#:~:text=Actions%202022%20Scholarships-,Bank%20of%20America%20Froze%20350K%20Unemployment%20Debit,Alleges%20New%20Class%20Action%20Lawsuit&text=In%20their%20class%20action%20lawsuit,access%20to%20desperately%20needed%20funds
https://www.propublica.org/article/chime
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9. We welcome greater study of payment fraud. 

 

FinCEN has asked if it should conduct studies or analyze data to ensure BSA reports and records 

are useful in countering financial crimes. We welcome studies and data analysis, and urge FinCEN to 

consider ways in which they can shed light on payment fraud methods and help financial institutions 

counter fraud. 

 

For example, FinCEN could analyze fraud reports to identify patterns or red flags that institutions 

should be aware of. This could include: 

 Types of accounts that are most commonly used to receive fraudulent payments, 

 Patterns in how accounts are opened and the activity in new accounts, 

 Types of purchases or transfers, such as international transfers, gift card purchases, large 

ATM withdrawals, or others that should trigger scrutiny. 

 

There are undoubtedly many other ways in which the analysis of fraud reports can help in the fight 

against payment fraud. 

 

Thank you for considering our views. If you have questions, please contact lsaunders@nclc.org.  
 
Yours very truly, 
 

Lauren Saunders 

Associate Director 

National Consumer Law Center 

On behalf of its low-income clients 

 

Adam Rust 

Senior Policy Advisor 

National Community Reinvestment Coalition 

 

John Breyault 

Vice President of Public Policy, Telecommunications & Fraud 

National Consumers League 

mailto:lsaunders@nclc.org


             

 

 
 
August 5, 2022 
 
Submitted at regulations.gov 
Natalia Li, Deputy Director 
Office of Financial Institutions Policy 
U.S Department of the Treasury 
Washington, DC  

Re: Request for comment on ensuring responsible development of digital assets 

The National Consumer Law Center (on behalf of its low-income clients), Americans for Financial 
Reform, Center for Responsible Lending, Consumer Action, Consumer Federation of America, Digital 
Finance Alliance, and U.S. PIRG Education Fund appreciate the opportunity to respond to your request 
for comments on ensuring the responsible development of digital assets. In these comments, we focus 
on the perspective of consumers and consumer protection. 
 
Introduction and Summary 

This request for comments covers two different sets of digital assets: cryptocurrencies, including 
stablecoins, and central bank digital currencies. 

We see little to no legitimate use for cryptocurrencies and few, if any, potential benefits that are not 
heavily outweighed by the high degree of risk, harm, and evasion of consumer protection laws: 

 Individual consumers are investing money they cannot afford to lose in speculative assets that 
will often crater in value and trigger high fees if the consumer attempts to cash out.  

 Scams using cryptocurrencies are exploding off the charts.  
 Stablecoins are not as stable as they claim and exist primarily as a gateway to and support for 

unstable and dangerous cryptocurrencies.  
 As a payment method, cryptocurrencies have no protections and do not comply with laws that 

require protecting consumers from unauthorized use and errors. 

These problems are serious for all consumers, especially for low-income consumers with no buffer of 
assets to lose, and for Black and Latino communities, which disproportionately invest in 
cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrencies are becoming the latest in a long line of devices used to strip wealth 
from communities of color and push them further behind. 

Regulators should do as much as possible to discourage expanding use, which is simply unsafe. We see 
few prospects for “responsible” development, as the problems with cryptocurrencies are a feature, not 
a bug.  
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While greater regulation is important, it is critical not to do so in a manner that helps cryptocurrencies 
expand their reach or provide a gloss of legitimacy. Commodities and securities laws should certainly 
apply to the investment and trading aspects of cryptocurrencies. But we are deeply concerned about 
measures that help to bring cryptocurrencies within the banking system.  

Cryptocurrencies should not be given access to payment rails or allowed to be used to facilitate 
consumer payments without complying with the Electronic Fund Transfer Act (EFTA). Products that 
mimic deposit accounts but lack deposit insurance and EFTA protections will put vital consumer funds at 
risk.1 Consumer warnings and disclosures are ineffective and can be overshadowed by offers of higher 
interest or other advantages that are funded by not paying for deposit insurance and not complying with 
consumer protection laws. If banks, or their subsidiaries or affiliates, offer cryptocurrency products and 
services, consumers will mistakenly believe these products and services are safe and covered by existing 
laws. But without EFTA protections, bank adoption of cryptocurrency products and services will 
inappropriately legitimatize them, facilitate their spread, and lead consumers to believe, wrongly, that 
they are safe. Furthermore, closer ties between bank accounts and crypto accounts will make it easier 
for scammers to move money fast, with no form of relief for the defrauded consumers.  

With respect to a potential United States central bank digital currency (CBDC), we have yet to hear a 
plausible case for how a CBDC could expand financial inclusion or otherwise have significant benefits for 
consumers, especially in an intermediated model.  On the flip side, a CBDC poses significant potential 
risks to consumers, including threats to privacy, the potential for surveillance of and control over those 
who receive government benefits, fraud at greater scale and velocity, and unclear application of 
consumer protections. A CBDC could also hurt financial inclusion if it became the de facto preferred 
payment system while many consumers were shut out of or distrustful of it, or if it deprived banks of the 
capital used to support low-balance accounts, consumer credit, and reinvestment activities. However, 
we do encourage Treasury to explore other public payment systems or strategies that may have more 
potential to improve financial inclusion for consumers.  

Below we respond to the specific questions posed by the FSOC.  

Adoption to Date and Mass Adoption 

(1) What explains the level of current adoption of digital assets? Please identify key trends 
and reasons why digital assets have gained popularity and increased adoption in recent 
years. 

The exploding consumer interest in digital assets appears to be driven primarily by intense marketing 
and media attention that promote a desire to cash in on a “gold rush” investment opportunity. 
Promotions of and opportunities to purchase crypto in mainstream nonbank banking apps lend 
legitimacy to the product and add to the belief that everyone should consider owning crypto. 

(2) Factors that would further facilitate mass adoption. 

                                                           
1 For an example of an article promoting accounts and payment services with no mention of the serious risks, see 
Coinbase, “Can crypto really replace your bank account? From direct deposit to earning yield, key ways crypto can 
help you take control of your financial future,” https://www.coinbase.com/learn/crypto-basics/can-crypto-really-
replace-your-bank.  

https://www.coinbase.com/learn/crypto-basics/can-crypto-really-replace-your-bank
https://www.coinbase.com/learn/crypto-basics/can-crypto-really-replace-your-bank
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Factors that would further facilitate mass adoption include: 

• Broader access to payment rails, and greater integration of crypto purchase and payment 
options within existing payment platforms; 

• Promotion of, incentives for, and ease of payment by crypto at the point of sale;  
• The offer of higher interest rates in an inflationary environment; 
• Spread of crypto promotions, availability, and integrations with mainstream banks and credit 

unions; 
• Increasing promotion of crypto by celebrities and others; 
• A new run-up in value followed by media stories of fortunes being made. 

Access to payment rails and anything else that would encourage broader use as a payment device have 
particularly strong potential to lead to mass adoption and serious risk to the public. While payments are 
a marginal to nonexistent use case today, that could change if crypto companies have easier and 
broader access to the payment rails. Merchants, financial institutions, and payment providers could see 
broad advantages to moving payments in a manner that allows them to escape complying with 
consumer protection laws. In turn, that could lead them to heavily promote those types of payments 
and offer consumers an incentive to use them. In particular, merchants could give consumers discounts 
to entice them into paying through a method that silently deprives them of their chargeback and error 
resolution rights. 

Similarly, the closer cryptocurrencies are associated with and promoted by mainstream banking 
institutions, the more legitimacy and reach they will have. Right now, beyond the crypto industry itself, 
many nonbank banking apps – heavily marketed to lower income and struggling consumers -- 
prominently feature the opportunity to buy crypto. But most consumers bank at more traditional 
financial institutions. If they see their trusted institution making it easy to purchase or use crypto, 
millions more consumers will do so. 

Conversely, the distrust of large financial institutions can also feed mass adoption of alternative financial 
services that claim to be able to meet the same needs. 

Opportunities for Consumers, Investors, and Businesses 

(3) What are the main opportunities for consumers, investors, and businesses from digital 
assets? For all opportunities described, please provide data and specific use cases to date 
(if any). 

Cryptocurrencies 

Some consumers may be able to make significant amounts of money by investing in crypto. But as with 
any investment, the greater the potential for reward, the greater risk of significant loss. 

Despite the unsubstantiated hype about crypto as a potential way of promoting financial inclusion or of 
addressing inefficiencies in current payment systems, such as in international remittances, we have yet 
to see credible examples that match these claims. The friction in current systems exists for good reason 
– such as preventing money laundering or fraud. Moreover, any remittances sent through 
cryptocurrency still need to be transferred out of and back into fiat currencies and need a network to 
enable consumers to access the funds, all of which result in costs. 
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U.S. central bank digital currency 

We have a hard time finding any significant benefits of a U.S. CBDC for consumers. Our thoughts on a 
U.S. CBDC are outlined in our comments in response to the Federal Reserve Board’s (FRB) recent 
discussion paper,2 and we will only briefly summarize them here. 

The FRB’s discussion paper largely ignores consumers and does not explain how a CBDC would benefit 
them. The paper identifies five theoretical benefits of a CBDC but does not explain how a CBDC would 
actually provide those benefits or help consumers beyond what FedNow will provide.3 

It is difficult to see how a CBDC would promote financial inclusion, especially in an intermediated model 
(with financial institutions and possibly nonbank entities as the interface), which is the model that the 
Federal Reserve appears to be considering. A CBDC would pose the same issues that keep people out of 
banks today: mistrust of banks; not enough money to be worth having an account; cost of accounts; and 
know-your-customer issues and exclusion due to adverse consumer reports with checking account 
screening agencies. Mistrust of the federal government and privacy concerns could compound those 
reasons. We also fail to perceive how a CBDC would meet the need for faster payments in a fashion 
superior to FedNow. 

Despite our skepticism regarding the use case for a CBDC, a CBDC does seem to pose fewer risks than 
crypto and stablecoins. As such, we urge the Treasury and other agencies to continue exploring whether 
there might be a model that offers tangible benefits and adequately addresses risks. To the extent that 
distributed ledger technology may ultimately be used for payment services in some fashion, it’s 
important for public models, systems, or principles to be available to serve as counterweights to private 
models or systems, which present their own unique array of limitations and risks to consumers. 

Additionally, we urge Treasury to explore other public payment systems or strategies that may have 
more potential to enhance or improve financial inclusion for consumers while also paying close 
attention to fraud risks.4 

Risks to Consumers, Investors, and Businesses 

(5) Please identify and describe potential risks to consumers, investors, and businesses that 
may arise through engagement with digital assets.  
 

Risks of Cryptocurrencies.  
 
The request for information accurately identifies a number of very real risks to consumers: 

Frauds, scams, and losses associated with interacting with illicit counterparties directly. Since the start 
of 2021, reports to the Federal Trade Commission describe losses of over $1 billion in payment scams 
involving crypto – undoubtedly a vast understatement of the amount of actual fraud, as many fraud 

                                                           
2 See Comments of National Consumer Law Center to Board of Gov. of the Federal Reserve System re. central bank 
digital currency (May 20, 2022), https://bit.ly/CBDC-comment (“NCLC CBDC Fed comments”).  
3 See id. 
4 See Sept. 2021 comments of 43 groups urging stronger protections for FedNow and more detailed FedNow 
comments from National Consumer Law Center, National Community Reinvestment Coalition, and National 
Consumers League. 

https://bit.ly/CBDC-comment
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/banking_and_payment_systems/fintech/FedNow-coalition-comments-final.pdf
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/banking_and_payment_systems/fintech/FedNowNCLC-NCRC-NCL.pdf
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/banking_and_payment_systems/fintech/FedNowNCLC-NCRC-NCL.pdf
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losses go unreported.5 Crypto accounted for one out of every four dollars of fraud losses reported to the 
FTC since 2021, more than any other payment method.6 Crypto scams are exploding and are likely going 
to increase. Crypto losses reported to the FTC in 2021 were sixty times what they were in 2018,7 and 
even the losses in the first quarter of 2022 were 16% higher than the last quarter of 2021.8  

The more that crypto spreads, the more fraud will spread. Fraud is rampant today even with funds going 
through regulated financial institutions. Closer integration of cryptocurrency with traditional bank 
accounts will make it easier for scammers to quickly move money from one to the other. For example, 
we recently heard from an attorney representing a consumer because a scammer managed to take 
control of the consumer’s computer, access her bank account, transfer $100,000 into a newly created 
Coinbase account fraudulently opened using her identity, and then move the money out. That 
transaction would be much easier if the scammer did not need to create the Coinbase account and 
could simply transfer money with access to the bank login alone. 

Conversely, there are also severe risks if cryptocurrency enables individuals to transact with 
counterparties directly, without any institution overseeing the transaction to attempt to ensure its 
legitimacy. In that case, even the modest protection of our know-your-customer laws and fraud 
prevention regimes will not be available.  

Losses due to theft. Cryptocurrencies are designed with no protection against theft or unauthorized 
access.  

Losses of private keys. People lose or forget passwords all the time. One can only imagine how 
unacceptable it would be to say that you lose all the money in your bank account if you forget your 
password, with no method of recovering it. 

Losses from the failure/insolvency of wallets, custodians, or other intermediaries. Crypto has no 
deposit insurance and no other protection if the wallet, custodian, or other intermediary fails, becomes 
insolvent, or has technical problems that lead to losses. We have already seen examples of the 
devastating havoc these events can cause.9 

Disclosures and amount of fees. People do not realize how costly it can be to cash out of crypto into fiat 
currency, or all the significant risks that crypto entails. No laws beyond the common law and laws 
against unfair, deceptive, and abusive practices dictate disclosures associated with cryptocurrency, 
including fee disclosures.  

                                                           
5 See Emma Fletcher, FTC, Data Spotlight: Reports show scammers cashing in on crypto craze (June 3, 2022). 
6 Id. 
7 Id. 
8 Fraud losses by cryptocurrency reported to the FTC were $299.1 million in the last quarter of 2021 and $364.6 
million in the first quarter of 2022. See  
https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/federal.trade.commission/viz/FraudReports/LossesContactMethods. Those 
numbers are vastly understated, as many losses are not reported to the FTC, and most of those reported do not 
describe the payment methods. 
9 See, e.g., Sean Stein Smith, Forbes, Crypto Failures Highlight The Need For Better Accounting Standards (July 17, 
2022); Michael P. Regan, Bloomberg Crypto, Terra Was Too Big to Fail, and It Failed (May 12, 2022).  

https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/data-visualizations/data-spotlight/2022/06/reports-show-scammers-cashing-crypto-craze
https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/federal.trade.commission/viz/FraudReports/LossesContactMethods
https://www.forbes.com/sites/seansteinsmith/2022/07/17/crypto-failures-highlight-the-need-for-better-accounting-standards/?sh=332424191f4e
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2022-05-12/terra-ust-was-too-big-to-fail-and-it-failed-bloomberg-crypto
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Authenticity of digital assets, including NFTs. Consumers have little way of verifying if digital assets are 
authentic, and many are falling for scams.10 

Ability of consumers, investors, and businesses to understand contracts, coding, and protocols. 
Consumers have no ability to understand contracts, coding or protocols governing cryptocurrency or to 
protect themselves from manipulations. They are at the complete mercy of those who design them. 

Risks of a CBDC 

While a CBDC does not pose all the same risks as cryptocurrencies do, it shares some of them and poses 
others.11  

A CBDC not only seems unlikely to help with financial inclusion, it could actually hurt financial inclusion if 
it became the de facto preferred payment system while many consumers were shut out of or distrustful 
of it; or if it deprived banks of the capital used to support low-balance accounts, to provide access to 
credit, or to engage in community reinvestment. 

Other risks with a CBDC include: 

• Privacy threats, which cannot be minimized simply by asserting that a CBDC would be privacy 
protected; 

• Misuse of CBDC technology by the government to surveil and control spending by public 
benefits recipients. Public benefits recipients are already being told how to spend their money,12 
and the broader capacity to monitor and limit spending will be irresistible for some (especially 
opponents of public benefits) to resist; 

• Fraud at greater scale and velocity, with no protection; 

• Reduction in access to credit as funds are moved out of the banking system; 

• Cost of accounts imposed by financial institution intermediaries needed to access funds held in 
CBDC; 

• Unclear coverage and application of the Electronic Fund Transfer Act (EFTA); 

• Unclear application or preemption of other important state and federal consumer protection 
laws; 

• Easier garnishment by debt collectors and the government for debts, with the United States as a 
“one stop shop” on which to serve garnishment orders. As with many debt collection judgments, 
garnishments could be for the wrong amount or against the wrong person; and 

                                                           
10 See, e.g., Ben Kochman, Law360, FBI Warns Fake Crypto Apps Defrauded Investors Out Of $42M (July 18, 2022); 
U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York, Press Release, Manhattan U.S. Attorney Announces 
Charges Against Leaders Of “OneCoin,” A Multibillion-Dollar Pyramid Scheme Involving The Sale Of A Fraudulent 
Cryptocurrency (Mar. 8, 2019). 
11 For a longer discussion of the risks of a CBDC, see NCLC CBDC Fed Comments, supra. 
12 See, e.g., Teresa Wiltz, Pew Charitable Trusts, Should States Tell Welfare Recipients How to Spend Their 
Benefits? (April 24, 2015). 

https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/manhattan-us-attorney-announces-charges-against-leaders-onecoin-multibillion-dollar
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/manhattan-us-attorney-announces-charges-against-leaders-onecoin-multibillion-dollar
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/manhattan-us-attorney-announces-charges-against-leaders-onecoin-multibillion-dollar
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2015/4/24/should-states-tell-welfare-recipients-how-to-spend-their-benefits
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2015/4/24/should-states-tell-welfare-recipients-how-to-spend-their-benefits
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• Reduction of community reinvestment activities, with fewer funds held by banks subject to 
reinvestment obligations.   

 

Impact on the Most Vulnerable 

(6) According to the FDIC's 2019 “How America Banks” survey, approximately 94.6 percent 
(124 million) of U.S. households had at least one bank or credit union account in 2019, 
while 5.4 percent (7.1 million) of households did not. And roughly 25 percent of U.S. 
households have a checking or savings account while also using alternative financial 
services. Can digital assets play a role in increasing these and other underserved 
Americans' access to safe, affordable, and reliable financial services, and if so, how? 

No. As discussed in response to question (3) above, we have not seen any credible explanation for how 
either cryptocurrencies or a CBDC could increase access to safe, affordable, and reliable financial 
services.  

On the other hand, cryptocurrencies pose a severe threat to the most vulnerable. They are highly 
volatile and subject to scams and high fees taken from those who can least afford to bear the losses. The 
“get rich quick” pitch of cryptocurrencies preys on those who lack assets yet cannot afford the risk. 

Surveys also suggest that Black Americans and Latinos are more likely to invest in cryptocurrencies.13 
These communities will also likely bear a disproportionate share of the losses from volatility and scams, 
further exacerbating inequality and stripping assets from communities that have long been denied the 
opportunity to build wealth.14 We simply cannot let this happen. 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments. With questions, please contact Lauren 
Saunders, Associate Director, National Consumer Law Center, lsaunders@nclc.org.  

 

Yours very truly, 

 

National Consumer Law Center (on behalf of its low-income clients) 
Americans for Financial Reform 
Center for Responsible Lending 
Consumer Action 
Consumer Federation of America 
Digital Finance Alliance 
U.S. PIRG Education Fund 
 

                                                           
13 See, e.g., Terri Bradford, Kansas City Federal Reserve Board, The Cryptic Nature of Black Consumer 
Cryptocurrency Ownership (June 1, 20212); Andrew Perrin, Pew Research Center, 16% of Americans say they have 
ever invested in, traded or used cryptocurrency (Nov. 11, 2021) (18% of Black adults had invested in, traded or 
used crypto, compared to 13% of white adults). 
14 See, e.g., The Economist, Why the crypto crash hit black Americans hard (May 20, 2022).  
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